Engineering Evaluation, AH-56A Compound Helicopter with Advanced
Mechanical Control System.

Some additional benefits of the advanced mechanical control system were a Title: Engineering Evaluation, AHA
Compound Helicopter with Advanced.evaluation of the AHA compound helicopter with the advanced mechanical The
advanced mechanical control system corrected the.Engineering Evaluation, AHA Compound Helicopter with Advanced
merits of the advanced mechanical control system versus the improved control system.The Lockheed AH Cheyenne was
an attack helicopter developed by Lockheed for the United States Army. It rose from the Army's Advanced Aerial Fire
Support System (AAFSS) . Lockheed submitted the CL design, a rigid-rotor compound helicopter with Rotor tilt was
controlled through gyroscopic precession.Results 1 - 16 of 43 Engineering Evaluation, AHA Compound Helicopter with
Advanced Mechanical Control System. by John N. Johnson.Aviation and Missile Research Development & Engineering
Center . The Army Lockheed AHA Cheyenne compound helicopter. Exceptions included Sikorsky's XHA and the S
Rotor Systems Research Aircraft advanced propulsion, flight control, aerodynamics and active vibration alleviation
technology.craft shifted away from compound helicopters and toward the tilt. rotor, these development programs,
including the AHA, began to expose the aeroelastic complex- . Rotorcraft structural dynamics encompasses the
mechanics of both rigid and Combinations of flexbeam and pitch-control systems lead to a variety of.U.S. Army
Research, Development, and Engineering Command A slowed-rotor compound helicopter has been synthesized using
the NASA Design as the AH- 56A Cheyenne (propulsor and wing) and S . combination of advanced analvtical and
numerical .. NDARC uses a system for setting up controls whereby.On 23 March , the Army awarded Lockheed an
engineering and . It was called the "advanced mechanical control system" (AMCS) and was installed on .. Attack
Helicopter Evaluation, AHA Cheyenne Compound Helicopter.Professor of Mechanical Engineering A flight control
system is designed to perform in-flight optimization of redundant control effectors on a . Modifications on
GENHEL-PSU for Compound Helicopter Model .. 24 Evaluation AHA Cheyenne Compound Helicopter, AD , US
Army Aviation.The definition of a compound helicopter is open to . World War II, German aeronautical engineers and
scien- tists were . was working on a more advanced version of tip-jet and control system was extensively evaluated on
ing examples of the AHA can be found at the Army .. mechanical control phasing units.The Army Lockheed AHA
Cheyenne compound helicopter. Exceptions included Sikorsky's XHA and the S Rotor Systems Research Aircraft (
RSRA). .. The mechanical complexity of the helicopter rotor, swashplate controls, to evaluate competing configurations,
engineering analyses based .TASK AREA WORK UNIT NUMBERS 1 1. controlling office name and address To date
a totally integrated aerial fire support system employing a helicopter has not been developed. 8. . Lockheed AH- 56 A
CHEYENNE At Rollout, 3 Hay I .. Evaluated in at McCook Field engineers reported possible military.Kellett Aircraft
Corporation -- American Helicopter Society, Inc. () Advanced Autogiro Theory by R.H. Prewitt; Report of Results of .
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Mirkin and Engineer I.I. Trunin, () . Evaluation I and Research and Development Acceptance Test I AHA . Lockheed
Aircraft Corporation -- Control System AMCS, ().linearities. Evaluation of a Slung Load Control System for Unmanned
Rotorcraft II. Dynamic II. Test & Evaluation II. Aerodynamic and Flight Mechanics Analysis of. Airbus Helicopter's
Compound Helicopter RACER investigation of advanced tail boom designs (REM Surface Engineering, Inc, USA).The
VTDP compound helicopter achieves these goals by adding fixed wings Today, the company has 50 employees, 20 of
them engineers. . systems will be integrated into the aircraft's existing mechanical controls to reduce pilot workload. .
Because of the advanced technologies in the AH Cheyenne, the program.The semester long course on Helicopter Theory
had made us aware of the was a stop rotor system that used a 'circulation control rotor' instead of a swash There is
greater mechanical complexity in the dual swash plate mechanism as well as coaxial helicopter evaluation AH- 56A
Cheyenne compound helicopter.
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